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The present guide will guide you thought the process of getting the invitation 

for the Republic of Moldova 

 

General guidelines 

Only a physical or juridical person (permanent or temporary) resident of Moldova 

can make the invitation to Republic of Moldova following the rules stated in the 

government decision Nr. 331 from 05.05.2011. 

 

 

Invitation from a physical person needs the following documents: 
 

 

From the person in Moldova:  

1) Application signed by the applicant that can be found on this link 

http://bma.gov.md/ro/content/formularul-cererii-pentru-eliberarea-

invita%C8%9Biei-persoan%C4%83-fizic%C4%83 

From the foreigner: 

    2) Copy of passport of the invited person that is valid at least six months 

    3) Copy of the identity document of the person that is inviting the foreigner 

From the foreigner or resident in Moldova: 

4 ) Bank extras of the invited person or the person that is inviting with no less than 

300 Euros for a stay of 10 days. If the period is longer than 30 Euros / a day.  

From the person in Moldova:  

5) Information regarding the relation between the foreigner and the person that is 

inviting – a letter. 

If the foreigner is a relative or he met personally the person in Moldova, 

additionally presents the following documents in original with a copy: 

6) Birth certificate of both foreigner and the inviting person: 

7) Marriage certificate 

8) Birth certificate for the common child 

9) Certificate of the medical condition of the close relative 

10) Copy of the page in passport, where the inviting person met the foreigner – 

original and copy 
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Invitation from legal person need the following documents: 
 

1) Application from the legal person that can be found on this link 

http://bma.gov.md/ro/content/formularul-demersului-pentru-eliberarea-invita%C8%9Biei-

persoan%C4%83-juridic%C4%83 

2) Motivation letter from the legal person to motivate the arrival of the 

foreigner 

3) Copy of the registration certificate of the legal person company 

4) Copy of passport of the invited person that is valid at least six months 

5) Copy of other visas of the foreigner  

6) Bank extras of the invited person or the person that is inviting with no less 

than 300 Euros for a stay of 10 days. If the period is longer than 30 Euros / a 

day. 

7) Depending of the purpose of the travel, additionally might be needed:  

8) Tourist visit 

a. Tourist voucher 

b. Tourist program for tourist visit 

c. Paid hotel reservation  

d. Flight reservation 

9) Studies 

a. Copy of the confirmation of the right of admission to studies (issued by 

the Ministry of Education) 

b. Copy of the criminal record from the country of origin, in case of 

admission to studies 

10) Business 

a. Document confirming the position of the invited person in case of 

business trip 

b. Proof of business relations (contract, orders) in original and copy 

11) Invitation to the conference, competition, cultural events stating the 

place and the date of the event. Original and copy. 

12) Copy of the visa or the residence permit if the foreigner is in other 

country than his home country.  

13) Other documents justifying the purpose of the invitation. 
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The legal person company is responsible to cover the expenses for the air ticket if the 

foreigner will not leave Republic of Moldova in term. 

 

The documents are submitted on the following address Chisinau, Republic of 

Moldova Ștefan cel Mare, 124.  

 

The term of the issuing the invitation is 10 working days.  

 

In case there is questions left please contact us at: welcome@toursofmoldova.com 
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